ALMA is a Colombian company
focused on supplying high quality
agricultural products, from the best
sources. We connect our customers with
the origins, ensuring complete traceability
of each product and processes.
Based on a sustainable supply chain, at ALMA
we promote fair trade, recognizing the farmer's effort
and good agricultural practices, buying directly
from producers, supporting the families
behind the crops.
Our supply involves high quality standards,
working as a team with recognized logistic operators,
in order to guarantee the quality and freshness
of our products in a timely manner.

In ALMA we seek to create well-being throughout
the entire supply chain, being responsible for
the environment and the families behind the crops.
Through our commercial efforts, we support more
than +960 families that depend on their crops
for their development.
We are convinced on the importance of the crops
in the development of the region,
and that is why we focus our efforts on recognizing
the work of the farmers, dignifying their work and paying
a fair price for the raw materials we sell.

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Coffee growers of San Pedro
de Gaitania, are an Indigenous
community from the Nasa we’sh
Indigenous Reservation,
with a population of 2,500 people.
The inhabitants of the village arrived
to this territories after having crossed
the snowy hills of Huila, looking for
fertile and prosperous lands,
where they could create a
community respectful of nature.
With hard and decent work
the community has managed
to develop knowledge
and organize their production
with high quality.

The community of coffee
and cacao growers
of Planadas, was born as
a necessity from the inhabitants
of the village to connect
with their roots and develop
a system to preserve their ecosystems,
and ensure next generations
future in a sustainable way,
promoting peace in a region
affected by violence.
This community has managed
to overcome crisis and develop
knowledge through capacitation
and honest hard work,
becoming a living example
for progress in the country.
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Our Products
CACAO BEANS
Cacao Type: Trinitario
Fermentation: > 76%
Humidity: 7.5%
Bean weight: > 1g/bean
Bean defects: < 5%

CACAO BEANS
PACKAGING
With the aim of preserving the quality of our product,
the cacao beans are placed inside a
GrainPro bag that allows to release
the gases of the grains, protecting them from
external agents that may compromise its quality,
and this in turn is placed inside a natural fiber sac.
Primary packing: GrainPro bag
Secondary packing: Natural fiber sac or Polypropylene sac
Weight per sac: 50Kg
Pallets: ICA Certified (USA or European Standard)

CACAO NIBS
We offer crunchy pieces of cacao beans,
peeled and split, roasted or natural.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Composition: 100% Cacao Nibs (natural or roasted),
non GMO
Cacao Type: Trinitario
Fermentation: > 76%
Humidity: < 7%
Size range: Between 3-6mm
Packing: Packed into GrainPro bags of 15kg and inside
a cardboard box (export quality)

15 Kg

Cacao Nibs

CACAO LIQUOR
/ PASTE
15 Kg

Cacao liquor / paste

Paste of cacao carefully made by grounding
roasted cacao beans to obtain a fine liquor.
Presentation available in tablets carefully packed
inside 15Kg cardboard boxes (export quality).

GREEN COFFEE
BEANS
Origin: San Pedro Gaitania, Tolima – Colombia
Coffee Grower Families: 66
Variety: Colombia – Castillo
m.a.s.l.: 1,200 – 2.600mts
Humidity: 11.5%
Bean size: Above #14
Profile: Regional Select – Gaitania
Quality: UGQ
Origin: Planadas, Tolima – Colombia
Coffee Grower Families: 150
Variety: Colombia – Castillo
m.a.s.l.: 1,800mts
Humidity: 11.5%
Bean size: Above #14
Profile: Regional Select – Planadas
Quality: UGQ
Attributes: Caramel, Chocolate, Floral, Citric Acids, Creamy Body
Primary packing: GrainPro bag
Secondary packing: Natural fiber sac or Polypropylene sac
Weight per sac: 70kg
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